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The following constitutes a partial record of performance-based research-creation work, 2011–17.

PARTICIPATIVE PERFORMANCE

Orchestrer la perte/Perpetual Demotion 
(ongoing 2014–17)

Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal 
Maker Faire, Ottawa
Ailleurs en Folie, Mons, Belgium
Biennale WRO, Wrocław, Poland
l’Arsenal, Montréal

This multi-phase collaboration with digital artist Simon 
Laroche manifests the many relationships of domination 
and nurturing that are present within the human-food-
technology assemblage. Motion-sensing and facial-
recognition software enable the robot to pick up one of 
nine food-filled spoons and bring it to the mouth of a 
human visitor-participant. The robot, based on open-
source plans, is a pick-and-place delta robot, a design 
used in many food-processing contexts. The foods in 
the spoons symbolically and biochemically represent 
additional relationships of nurturing and domination: 
fermentation microbes and industrial preservation 
techniques; indigeneity, colonialism, and migration; 
tradition, stagnation, and innovation.

A human ‘slave’ tends to the robot, cleaning and re-
filling the spoons, while keeping a ‘roster’ of her/his 
duties. This aspect of the work has become an emergent 
performance of its own, capturing the multi-actor, 
interactive minutiae that play out during the course of a 
given exhibition.

video documentation 

Orchestrer la perte/
Perpetual Demotion

www.vimeo.com/120492254	  

https://vimeo.com/120492254
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The Gastronome in You
(ongoing 2014–17)

Brock University, St. Catharines, ON 
Capital Fringe, Washington, DC 
Kneading Conference, Skowhegan, ME

This multi-phase project focuses on the persistence of 
humanity through the interconnectivity of memory and 
bread making, narrative and the microbiome, eating 
and touching, and the translations of emotion, affect, 
and proximity.

video documentation

Where Où Firma?
(Feb. 2016)

Salon Merlimau, Singapore 

A pop-up performance following the delivery of a two-
day tactile performance workshop at Lasalle College of 
the arts, this work served two purposes. The first was 
to provide students in the earlier workshop with the 
occasion to ‘reverse roles’, from performers to audience 
members, while also reflecting on how that division is 
constructed, both formally and informally. The second 
aim was to embody, through verbalization, gesture, 
and food matter, the tensions inherent to the question, 
Where are you from?

photos: Sam Chow

video documentation

The Gastronome in You (v2)

The Gastronome in You (v1)

Where Où Firma?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTYpImkTbLI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHipQXVM5pI
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Portland Heritage Recipe Slam
(Oct. 2016)

Old Salt Marketplace, Portland, OR 

This collaborative, multi-modal performance featured 
eleven ‘recipe-tellers’ recounting the story, preparation, 
or recipe for a personal or family dish. At the same time, 
two professional cooks and one mural artist riffed on the 
narratives they were listening to in order to create their 
own visual and edible ‘scapes.’ Treating the themes of 
making and identity at the scale of both individuals and 
communities, the recipe slam was an experiment in  
sensoriality, commensality, and representation. The 
format has now been adopted by other community 
organizations and will be reiterated at future gatherings.

photos: Sam Park

photo documentation

Show & Tell (me what you know)
(Dec. 2016)

Symposium of Australian Gastronomy, 
Melbourne

An interactive performance engaging speculative 
remembering, sensory restrictions, and drag, this report 
on previous moments from the Eco-Gastronomy Project 
aimed at undoing academic expertise and refocusing 
attention on the materially messy realities of research.

photo (right): Lisa Vockenhuber

https://www.flickr.com/photos/78108880@N00/albums/72157675266402542
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PERFORMATIVE MEAL EVENTS

The ‘Main’ Dish: Boulevard 
St-Laurent as Meal 
(Apr. 2012)

Concordia University, Montreal 

A research-creation performance, this meal was an 
investigation of more-than-textual represention and 
proposed a ‘panarchic’ and ‘fermented’  character for 
Montreal’s boulevard St-Laurent.

A Tranche of Berlin
(Sept. 2012; May 2013)

UferStudios, Berlin
University of Victoria, BC

This dinner served as the culmination of the 2012 
DesignInquiry: Berlin conference, and focused on the 
temporal-spatial frameworks of site-specific research 
and performance. The image at left is a photo mosaic 
of metonymic documentation: the tablecloth, in its 
residual state the following morning following.

Dissertation Dinner
(Oct. 2014)

Lofts St-Paul, Montreal

The research-creation component of my dissertation, 
the meal both embodied the thesis and became a 
focus of analysis and discussion within the written 
work. A video interpretation, prepared by a collabora-
tor, later became a ‘co-performer’ during a conference 
on gastronomic representation.

video still (bottom right): Carlo Ghioni

video documentation (Adrian Gorea)
 

D.#Szanto#–#Dissertation#Dinner#–#Consent#Form#–#page#1# # October#2014#

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH-CREATION PROJECT ENTITLED 
PERFORMING GASTRONOMY: DISSERTATION DINNER 
 
I understand that I have been asked to participate in a research-creation project being 
conducted by David Szanto of the Individualized Programs at Concordia University (4407 
boul. St-Laurent #2, Montreal, QC, H2W 1Z8; dszanto@iceboxstudio.com; 514-312-8278), 
under the supervision of Dr. Rhona Richman Kenneally of the Department of Design and 
Computation Arts at Concordia University (1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. W., EV 6-753, 
Montreal, QC, H3G 1M8; rrk@concordia.ca; 514-848-2424 ext. 4276).  
 
A. PURPOSE 
 
I have been informed that the purpose of this research-creation event is as follows: to 
examine the use of a “performative meal event” as a tool in making scholarly representations 
of food-related research. 
 
B. PROCEDURES 
 
I understand that I have be invited to participate in a meal event on Ocotber 26, 2014, during 
which I will eat with and interact with other invitees, including David Szanto. I understand that 
this event will take place at 28 rue St-Paul Est #6 in Montreal, Québec, a private residence, and 
will last approximately three hours. I understand that I may leave the meal location at any time, 
and that participating in the meal involves neither financial outlay nor remuneration. I 
understand that I may be asked open-ended questions during the meal, either by David Szanto 
or by other participants, and that video recordings may be made during this time. I understand 
that such recordings will be used exclusively as a reference for a PhD dissertation chapter and 
that if they are used in any other writings I will be asked for specific permission, in advance, in 
those instances. Should I chose to discontinue my participation after the event, I understand that 
the recorded materials will continue to exist but that they will not be used in any written 
context, including anything I said or did during the evening of October 26, 2014. I further 
understand that all records associated with this research will be kept in a secure location, either 
physically or electronically, and protected with either lock and key or password encryption, 
with sole access available to David Szanto. I also understand that at any time I may choose 
NOT to answer any question or NOT to participate in any aspect of the research, without 
question, coercion, or risk to myself, either socially, academically, or professionally.  
 
C. RISKS AND BENEFITS 
 
I understand that I may benefit from my participation in this research because of exposure to 
certain research techniques in gastronomic scholarship, and that I am free to learn and adapt 
these techniques in my own research and/or professional practice. I understand that I may 
further benefit from this research by having access to the research results, as well as by my 
ongoing contact with David Szanto throughout the processes of his research. I understand that 
no social, academic, or professional risk will come to me as a result of this research. I 
understand that I will be provided with food that meets any dietary restrictions that I may 
have, provided I have outlined those restrictions below in Section D of this consent form. I 
also understand that my real name will be used in the research ONLY if I give full written 
consent to do so in Section E of this consent form. I understand that if I do not provide such 
consent I will remain completely anonymous in any written or oral presentation of the 
research made by David Szanto, and that no identifying quotations from or references to my 
participation will be made in such presentations of the research. I further understand, 

D.#Szanto#–#Dissertation#Dinner#–#Consent#Form#–#page#2# # October#2014#

however, that up to 40 other participants will be at the meal, and that David Szanto cannot 
guarantee my anonymity in any work or accounts produced by these individuals. I understand 
that there is minimal personal risk associated with this research, limited to potential 
discomfort with certain questions and social dining experiences, and that I am free to not 
answer any question I choose and/or discontinue my participation in the research at any time.  
 
D. DIETARY RESTRICTIONS 
 
• I have the following dietary restrictions (customs, preferences, intolerances, allergies) 

and I understand that food meeting these restrictions will be provided during the meal. 
 
             
 
             
 
E. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
 
• I understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and discontinue my participation at 

anytime without negative consequences. 
 

• I understand that my participation in this research event is (check one box and initial): 
 ☐    CONFIDENTIAL  
    (i.e., the researcher will know my identity, but will not disclose it) 
 ☐    NON-CONFIDENTIAL  
    (i.e., my identity may be revealed in study results) 
 

• I understand that accounts of this event may be published.  
 
I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THE ABOVE AND UNDERSTAND THIS AGREEMENT.   
I FREELY CONSENT AND VOLUNTARILY AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS EVENT. 
 
NAME (please print)   
 
SIGNATURE   
 
DATE   
 
If at any time you have questions about the proposed research, please contact the study’s 
Principal Investigator (D. Szanto) or his research supervisor (R. Richman Kenneally): 
 
David Szanto  Rhona Richman Kenneally 
Individualized Program Dept. of Design and Computation Arts 
Concordia University  Concordia University 
4407 boul. St-Laurent #2 1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. W. EV 6-753 
Montreal, QC, H2W 1Z8  Canada Montreal, QC, H3G 1M8, Canada 
dszanto@iceboxstudio.com rrk@concordia.ca 
+1-514-312-8278  +1-514-848-2424 ext. 4276 
 
If at any time you have questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact the 
Research Ethics and Compliance Advisor, Concordia University, +1-514-848-2424 ext. 7481, 
oor.ethics@concordia.ca.  

271

Dissertation Dinner: Documentation

A Meal of St-Laurent

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLqnsPAHbNU
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CURATING / WORKSHOPS

CAFS Exploration Gallery
(2012–14)

University of Waterloo, ON
University of Victoria, BC
Université d’Ottawa, ON

Inaugurated in 2011, the Canadian Association  
for Food Studies’ Exploration Galleries create  
opportunities for food scholars and artists to present 
research-creation content in visual, installational, 
and performance formats. The Galleries also serve  
as hubs for pop-up events as well as more formal 
programming, and have sparked ongoing collabo-
ration among members of the CAFS community. 
Starting in 2016, seeing the value of such a space at  
academic conferences, the Association for the Study 
of Food and Society adopted the model and has 
now launched their own annual Gallery.

Tactile Performance Workshop
(Feb. 2016)

Lasalle College of the Arts, Singapore

This workshop on performance and sensory story-
telling was a collaboration with performance maker 
and scholar Carmen Wong. Students were facili-
tated through a process of sensory exploration and 
experimentation, attuning themselves to food, their 
own bodies, and the environments around them.  
A two-day showcase was organized the following 
day, featuring four solo and group performances.

photo documentation

SALLE D’EXPOSITION

CONGRÈS DES SCIENCES HUMAINES
University of Victoria, Victoria, C-B

L’exploration académique de l’alimentation à travers le  
matériel, le visuel, et l’interactif est-elle avant-gardiste? Si 
oui, alors nous le sommes depuis trois ans, puisque 2013 nous 
amène la troisième déclinaison de la Salle d’Exposition de 
l’ACÉA. Qui de mieux que des bêtes de bouffe comme nous 
pour brouiller ces frontières, étant donné que le point focal 
de nos pratiques nous pénètre à la fois sur les plans physique 
et symbolique? Cet espace est donc offrande et suggestion : 
une vitrine sur les représentations multimodales du savoir 
alimentaire, un moyen d’éclater le centre et de centraliser 
les confins et un stimulus d’engagements innovateurs dans 
notre si savoureux, si merveilleusement juteux et si substan-
tiel domaine d’études.

Aux confins de la discipline :  
explorer les  
frontières des  
études sur  
l’alimentation

L’Assocation canadienne
des études sur
l’alimentation

1 – 4 juin 20131 – 4 juin 2013

IN THE ROAD

A FORK
Crossroads for Food Studies

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR FOOD STUDIES

2012 EXPLORATION GALLERY
CATALOG

Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences
Waterloo, ON. May 26-28, 2012

https://www.flickr.com/photos/78108880@N00/albums/72157665241046380
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Interdisciplinary Sandwich
(Mar. 2014; June 2016)

Concordia University, Montreal
OCADu, Toronto

A short-form encounter for interdisciplinary graduate 
students, these workshops provided an opportunity for 
material engagement and academic reflection through 
performance and speculative design. Riffing on the 
bánh mì, a multinational hybrid sandwich, participants 
constructed their own edible piece, one that embodied 
a research question, thesis conundrum, or other discur-
sive challenge that they were currently facing.
 

Lunch by the Rules
Dec. 2016

Symposium of Australian Gastronomy, 
Melbourne

Just prior to a simple, Buddhist-style meal, participants 
were each given a different set of ‘rules’ that imposed 
certain guidelines for eating. Would they obey or rebel? 
Remain silent, place their hand on their neighbours’ 
shoulder, only eat rice with a spoon? Or would they 
reinvent, bend, and reinterpret the rules provided? 

photo (left): Lisa Vockenhuber

THE ECO-GASTRONOMY PROJECT

Sep. 2015 – Jan. 2017

An 18-month, 14-country knowledge-exchange initia-
tive, the Eco-Gastronomy Project comprised 30 distinct 
learning events about food and food systems. Part 
action-research, part global performance, the project’s 
objective was to ‘create value’ with and within the local 
partner communities and organizations. Through par-
ticipation, transformation took place at multiple scales. 
A digital archive of research-creation reports remains 
online, both for the benefit of those who participated 
and as a methods offering for future research.

digital archive

Eco-Gastronomy Project

http://www.unisg.it/ecogastronomy/events-archive/

